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IN PURSUIT OF JESUS     >>> DISCUSSION & REFLECTION GUIDE

In this series of videos, we’ll follow 
Rasool across the globe as he meets 
different people, engages different 
cultures, and sees Jesus through 
the eyes and experiences of oth-
ers. Along the way we’ll see how 
a culture’s past and present can 
influence a perception of who Jesus 
is. And we’ll see how our view of 
Jesus impacts different areas of life, 
from relationships to work to social 
interactions and issues. 

As we look to understand Jesus 
through different lenses, we hope 
these episodes will encourage you 
by showing how Jesus has touched 
lives and cultures around the world. 
We trust you’ll be challenged to 
think deeply about how you see 
Jesus and how your understanding 
may have been shaped by a variety 
of influences in your own culture. 

It is our prayer that the Jesus 
you know will become even more 
real and personal, that whatever 
your relationship to him, it will 
grow deeper and wider. And we 
hope that as you get to know Jesus 
better, you will be changed in the 
pursuit.

Thanks for leading your 
group though the In Pursuit 
of Jesus experience. 

You know your group better 
than anyone else, so we encourage 
you to adapt this resource in any 
way that will serve your group best. 
Below are some ideas that may help 
you make good use of the video 
content and the questions in this 
discussion guide. Use any or as 
many as are helpful. Feel free to 
change what you do from week to 
week to maintain variety and keep 
your group engaged.

Intro Leader’s
Guide

■ Encourage your group to find the time to watch the video prior 
to your meeting. Maybe this isn’t possible, but if so, it will give more 
time for discussion during your time together. 

■ Ask your group to write down anything in the episodes that raises 
a question for them. The questions could be for deeper understanding 
or mere curiosity or even disagreement. 

■ Watch the videos together and be ready to pause and discuss at 
any place that catches your attention.

■ Encourage your group to pray for openness before watching the 
episodes that they may be able to learn from the videos. Likewise, 
make it clear that a good discussion requires people to be open to oth-
ers’ ideas, even if those express differing views. 

■ Don’t try to answer too many questions for any given episode. Let 
your group talk about whatever they want to discuss. If that means 
only one question, that’s fine if it leads to a full and robust discussion.

■ Each episode has questions that have a practical challenge for the 
week (something to do or pray about). Choose one of those questions 
to discuss and hold each other accountable at the next meeting.

■ At the end of each episode’s questions, there is a link to a page that 
has even more resources—articles and short videos—associated with 
that particular destination and topic. Take some time to browse these 
resources for further useful content for your group. 

Look for this symbol in each section for a few 
questions that may be good discussion starters. 
Feel free to use them or skip them depending on 
your group’s needs and dynamics. 



Jesus was a good man, and he wants 

us to be good. But he was more than 

that, and our goodness doesn’t really

amount to much. When it comes to 

knowing Jesus and following him, 

goodness is only a part.
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Man
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IN PURSUIT OF JESUS     >>> NEW YORK

Jesus pressed his disciples for their answer to his identity (see 
Mark 8:27-30). When you tell people who Jesus is, what parts are 
important? Are there any that you leave out? Why?

“Even if we believe different [about who Jesus is], the  
reality is because they are made in his image, there’s 
something that everybody in the world can teach me 

about Jesus.” How do you agree or disagree with that statement?

Rasool and Elizabeth suggest that most people are a slave to 
something – pleasure, success, wealth. The Bible talks about 
being a slave to Christ (see Romans 6, 1 Corinthians 7). Is that 
true for you? This week, identify and pray about one area you 
find hard to surrender to Christ. 

Elizabeth says that true freedom is life with the right 
restraints. Jesus said that following his teaching leads to 
knowing the truth and that the truth will set us free (John 

8:31-32). Do you see Jesus’s commands as restraints or as the 
path to freedom? How is following Jesus’s commands the route 
to freedom?

For more resources from the pursuit of Jesus in New York, visit: 

inpursuitofjesus.net/nyc

Rasool lives in Brooklyn, New York. It’s described as multi-
cultural, individualistic, and frantic. How is the culture you live 
in similar? Different? 

Julie and Rasool say that New York culture rejects 
absolute morality. Julie says one way to deal with that 
is to talk about who Jesus is. He didn’t simply define 

good; he was good. How do people around you understand 
Jesus? What are the good (and possibly bad) things they see in 
Jesus? 

“The only absolute truth is that there is no absolute truth.” 
How do you talk about Jesus (who claimed to be the truth—
John 14:6) with someone who denies absolute truth? 

Julie says that living out an authentic—good, bad, and 
ugly—relationship with Jesus is one way to show people 

who Jesus is. What holds you back from showing your failures 
in following Jesus?  Find one person this week with whom you 
can share some of your struggles. 

E P I S O D E  1



IN PURSUIT OF JESUS     >>> 

Most people in the world consider 

themselves spiritual. Jesus off ers 

spiritual guidance, yes, but more than 

that he off ers new spiritual life. He 

transcends this world and is bigger 

than any of us.

The
Spiritual
Leader

SingaporeSingapore
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For more resources from the pursuit of Jesus in Singapore, visit: 

inpursuitofjesus.net/singapore
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IN PURSUIT OF JESUS     >>> SINGAPORE

12 13

Andrew observes that when Singapore started building 
tall skyscrapers, the culture became more individualis-
tic and less communal. Has your culture become more 

individualistic? How does that impact conversation about Jesus 
with others?

Singaporeans have an awareness of spiritual reality and that 
makes Christianity and Jesus a somewhat easier conversation  
to have. In your culture do you think people are aware and open 
to a spiritual reality beyond? What are the opportunities and 
challenges of talking about Jesus in your context? 

In the parable of the sower in Matthew 13:1–23, Jesus speaks of 
the different responses people have to hearing the good news. 
How have you experienced this? 

In Matthew 19, a rich young man asks Jesus how to  
inherit eternal life. Jesus’s answer showed that the im-
portant thing is where our allegiance lies. The question 

may be different for you. What might Jesus ask you to give up? 
This week, ask the Holy Spirit to help you find that one thing that 
may be more important. Share that insight with a friend and ask 
Jesus to help you give it up.

Hardy suggests that despite many people’s emptiness, religion 
is “too complicated” for them to turn to. What would you say to 
someone who feels empty but doesn’t want to turn to religion?

The episode speaks of people’s need for transcendence, some-
thing or someone bigger than oneself. Is this a universal desire? 
How might this be an opportunity for conversation about Jesus? 

Read Matthew 22:36–40. Jesus says that the second 
greatest commandment is like the first—taking care of 
our neighbors. Who are your neighbors; what are their 

needs, and how are you meeting them? 

Tan Soo-Inn says that talking with people about the 
gospel in terms of going to heaven “just won’t cut it.” 

 He says that people want to know how Jesus makes a 
difference in the world today. Do you agree? Find one person 
to whom you can act (not just talk) like a Christian to this week. 
What can you do for them?



IN PURSUIT OF JESUS     >>> 

As secular society thinks of itself as 

increasingly free from the constraints 

of outdated religion, more people end 

up looking for something to give 

meaning to their lives. Jesus off ers 

meaning and spiritual connection in a 

highly individualistic world.

The
Revolutionary

Sweden
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For more resources from the pursuit of Jesus in Sweden, visit: 

inpursuitofjesus.net/sweden
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IN PURSUIT OF JESUS     >>> SWEDEN

16 17

Jesus often talked to people in exactly the terms they needed 
to hear (see, for example, the woman at the well in John 4). Think 
of two people in your life and how you talk to them about Jesus 
may need to change to meet them where they are. 

Several times Jesus stopped what he was doing to pay 
attention to a particular person or group (Luke 18: 15–17, 
35–42; Matthew 9:20–22 and Mark 5:24–34). Do you 

ever just go through the motions of listening to someone? How 
do you feel when this happens to you? 

Per speaks of Sweden as secular, individualistic, and anti- 
authority. In what ways is this similar to the culture you’re in?  
In what ways might you consider yourself to be like this? 

The history of Sweden contains political use of religion as a 
means of control. Have you experienced religion as a means of 
control?  Or has religion been a positive and freeing experience 
for you?

Freedom was an important topic for Jesus. He began 
his ministry with the proclamation (see Luke 4:14–30), 
and told the people that his teaching would set them free 

(see John 8:31–38). How has Jesus given you freedom? 

The violinist Daniel invites Rasool to switch places with him  
at the picnic table to see how it changes their perspectives— 
a useful metaphor for talking with others about faith and Jesus. 
Who might you be able to “switch places” with in order to gain a 
deeper sense of how they think and feel? 

Annahita says, “Here, maybe church has died, but not 
Jesus.” Do you think this is true in your culture?  How 
does Jesus transcend the church? Why and how is the 

church important?  

Jesus once told the religious leaders that they were like  
whitewashed tombs—pretty on the outside, dead on the inside  
(Matthew 23:27). He had just told them that through their rules 
they weren’t brining people into the kingdom, but instead  
keeping them out (23:13). What might be some places where 
your particular practices present a barrier to someone following 
Jesus instead of an invitation?
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In a world suff ering the ravages of 

manipulation, corruption, and destruc-

tion, people are looking for someone 

to bring them hope. Jesus walks into 

the midst of the pain to bring a radical 

message of freedom.

The
Liberator

Argentina
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For more resources from the pursuit of Jesus in Argentina, visit: 

inpursuitofjesus.net/argentina
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For Argentinians, the Junta meant an oppressive culture of fear 
that fundamentally changed the nation’s psyche. What have you 
experienced in your life that’s left you fearful, hurt, or despairing?

Jesus’s disciple Simon was a Zealot, someone who 
actively worked to overthrow the oppressing presence  
of the Roman government (Matthew 10:4), and Paul 

writes of submission to government (Romans 13). How do you 
determine when to stand and when to submit to a government 
that may not be what you think it should? 

In the parable of the Good Samaritan, Jesus says that our 
neighbor is any one we meet who has a need we can help with 
(see Luke 10:25-37). Whose need do you know of that you can 
help meet? How can you show love to that neighbor this week?

In the episode, Rasool highlighted Jesus’s words in the 
synagogue at Nazareth. What kind of impact did Jesus’s 
proclamation of good news to the poor have on the  

people of Argentina? What kind of impact can it have on you?

Looking at Luke 4:16–19, what’s the defining characteristic 
of those to whom Jesus says he’s come to give the good news? 
Do you have those people in your life? Are you offering them the 
good news? 

Not every culture has the open-door policy of the 
Argentinians, but Jesus still challenges us to follow him 
and welcome all kinds of people. If you had to give your 

hospitality a grade, what would you get? Why?

The love of Jesus shines brightest in community with others— 
Jesus was forever sharing a meal with every kind of person. 
What’s one way you could practice extending hospitality to  
someone this week?

In Matthew 25:31-46, Jesus said that what separates 
those who know him from those who do not is how they 
have reached out to those in need. When you think of 

standing and hearing about the hungry, thirsty, stranger, naked, 
sick, and those in prison, does your life reflect interaction with 
meeting their needs? 
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In a time where society seems to build 

walls between people rather than tear 

them down, Jesus off ers us salvation 

not just from the ills of society but from 

our own ways of walling ourselves off  

from each other. 

The
Savior

South Africa
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For more resources from the pursuit of Jesus in South Africa, visit: 

inpursuitofjesus.net/southafrica
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Despite the lingering divides between people, South Africans 
still have a very welcoming attitude toward others—best demon-
strated in their willingness to add one more seat to the dinner 
table. As you think about your own life, what person or act has 
best demonstrated that kind of hospitable love? How can you 
show that kind of love to someone else?

For South Africans, prejudice is part of their everyday 
life experience. Is there segmentation in your everyday 
contexts? Who or what draws those lines? How do you 

respond to those lines?

Jesus broke many cultural, social, and religious lines 
that existed in his day. The one he broke most often and 
clearly was the line of prejudice against the Samaritan 

people (see John 4:1–26 and Luke 10:25–37). What line of sepa-
ration might you need to break (social, racial, political, gender), 
and how can you break it?

Nyameka pointed out how encouraging it was that the white 
church owned its responsibility for apartheid, choosing to  
apologize rather than excuse itself. When faced with your own 
wrongdoing, what route do you instinctually chase—excuses or 
apology? Why?

Forgiveness is one of the defining characteristics of 
Christianity; it is modeled by God himself and Jesus  
(see Luke 23:34 and Luke 17:3-4). How do you practice 

forgiveness? Has there been a time when you have found it  
difficult to forgive?

In the video, Rasool and Grant spoke of the upside-down nature 
of Jesus’s work. Take a look at Matthew 23:1–12. In what ways 
is Jesus contrasting the Pharisees’ self-centered use of religion 
with how he wants his disciples to live?   

As Matthew’s gospel demonstrates, the religious culture led  
to increased divisions among people—the priestly class and  
everyone else. How does Jesus’s statement that the greatest 
shall be a servant challenge the prevailing culture of the day?

What have you found most difficult about the Christian 
call to challenge the culture’s definition of greatness? 
How do you challenge it?
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Everyone agrees Jesus was a good 

man. But fewer people agree that he 

was also fully divine. But if Jesus was 

both fully God and fully human, then 

faith has a foundation in something 

greater than ourselves.

The
Divine

Galilee
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For more resources from the pursuit of Jesus in Galilee, visit: 

inpursuitofjesus.net/galilee
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On the kibbutz, Orthodox Jews uphold a creed of 
“Scripture and Work.” Their love of God’s Word informs 
the way they work—both in caring for the kibbutz and for 

each other. How does your view of God affect the way you work 
from day to day? What can you change about your work to show 
your love for God?

The Bible shows Jesus as the worker of miracles—the 
Gospel of John uses miracles to underscore Jesus’s 
statements about his own identity.  Yet, many people, 

like Dina, doubt if they were real miracles or what people wanted 
to think were miracles. Does it matter whether Jesus’s miracles 
were true supernatural events? 

Every year, thousands of people from a variety of religious 
backgrounds visit Israel on a pilgrimage of sorts. But there’s a 
difference between seeing historical sights and encountering 
Jesus. Where have you encountered Jesus? Describe the  
experience. What made it stand out to you as special?

Jesus spent more time with the working-class and the poor 
than with the wealthy and influential. What does it say about the 
character of Jesus that he went to the people society tended 
to reject? What implications might that have for how we should 
approach the people in our individual contexts? 

Rasool found throughout his trek through Galilee that even 
though people may not believe Jesus was God, they have  
immense respect for him and what he taught. Of all Jesus’s life 
and teachings, what has most captured your imagination? What 
about Jesus do you love the most?

As we’ve seen throughout this series, it’s the person of Jesus—
not the religion surrounding him—that captures the hearts and 
minds of unbelievers. What parts of your religious upbringing or 
current life has the person of Jesus challenged? What might still 
need to change?

Pastor Nizar doesn’t mention the differences between Christianity, 
Judaism, and Islam when talking to people of those various religions. 
He focuses on the person of Jesus as unique among all the religions 
of the world. What might need to change in how you present Jesus 
to the unbelievers you interact with on a regular basis? What aspects 
of how you live introduce those people to Jesus?

Rasool wondered aloud whether his beliefs about Jesus 
get in the way of his experience of Jesus. Have you ever 
found that to be true in your life? If so, what did that look 

like? If not, what have you done to make sure your beliefs stay in 
line with who Jesus is?
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Love conquers all, and there’s no 

greater display of love than Jesus’s own 

death on behalf of people who showed 

him only hate. If we’re to embrace the 

mission of Jesus, we’ll embrace love—

for him and for each other.

The
Mission

Jerusalem
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For more resources from the pursuit of Jesus in Jerusalem, visit: 

inpursuitofjesus.net/jerusalem
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Eyal mentions the story of Jonah in the Old Testament. Jonah, 
as the video recounts, “didn’t want God to show mercy to his 
enemies.” Do you think that’s also a feeling of some Christians 
today? In what way might that be true of you as well? This can 
become more complicated when we begin to think about those 
who would attack our nations. How do you think Christians 
should respond to national enemies?

When Jesus stood before Pontius Pilate, the Roman 
leader asked the gathered people if they wanted their 
king back. Instead of saying “yes,” they requested the 

release of Barabbas—a bloodthirsty rebel. What kind of king 
were the people looking for? How was Jesus a disappointment to 
them? Given the divisions in our world, which kind of king do you 
think most people would prefer? Why?

Jesus’s long walk to the cross demonstrated something that 
they didn’t know they needed—self-sacrificing love. What’s one 
way that the love of Jesus has changed the way you look at  
yourself? What about how you look at other people?

In the video pastor Meno was surprised that the  
American church would be “discovering” issues of 
justice, saying that justice has always been part of God’s 

plan for his people as they live out love in the world. Do you think  
the concept of justice has been divorced from the Christian  
message? Why or why not?

The call of Micah 6:8 is to do justice, show lovingkindness, and 
to walk humbly with God. Which of these do you feel like you do 
well? Which do you struggle with? Why?

Sabha and her friend, Paul, offer a picture into the 
unifying love that Jesus’s followers can and should 
have for each other. Instead of harboring hatred, Sabha 

sees each day as an opportunity to show others Jesus’s love 
and friendship. What obstacles (literal or metaphorical) stand 
between you and showing others love? What have you done (or 
could you do) to remove those obstacles? 

Christians can come across to the unbelieving world like  
Jonah did to the Assyrians: cold, vindictive, and judgmental. Who 
among the unbelievers in your life can you go out of your way to 
love this week? What’s one thing you can do to show them love?

Looking back on this whole journey, through all of the videos, 
the overwhelming argument in favor of following Jesus has been 
the love that his people show. As you look toward the coming 
days and weeks, think about what Jesus did to show you his love, 
and find one person you can begin loving a little bit better today.
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